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Introduction 700 Torr of air. The betatron wavelength for
the 6-kA, 10-MEV beam with a 0.5-cre

The Multiple Pulse Propagation radius is about 18 cre.
Experiment (MPPE) was designed to
determine the hose stability properties of an Baseline Experimental Configuration
intense relativistic electron beam in a beam

o generated density channel and to investigate The beam produced by ATA could
range extension with increasing pulse number achieve most of the required parameters.
in the burst. This experimen! used a 10-MEV However, special conditioning zones were
electron beam generatedby the AdvancedTest required to reduce the beam sweep to the
Accelerator (ATA). The electron beam desired level and to impose the necessary
current was expected to be at least 6-kA with emittance tailoring over the beam pulse in
an equilibrium radius of 0.5 cm (RMS) in the order to detune the hose instability. The
gas. This last constraint implied an overall beamline configuration to produce the
unnormalized, RMS beam emittance of 20 required beam and Studythe propagation over
mrad-cm. In order to achieve beam stability . the specified distance is illustrated in Figure
against hose, each electron beam pulse had to 1 The beam conditioning zone was placed
be tailored in emittance in order to phase mix between cell 40 of the accelerator (nominal
damp the instability. The initial offsets of the 10 MeV point) and the propagation tank. Due
beam were to be kept small in order to to beam loading in the induction cells, the
prevent a large saturated amplitude, actual energy of the electron beam at the end
Numerical simulations determined the initial of cell 40 was about 8 MeV. However, as part
criteria for the emittance profile and initial of the beam conditioning described below, an
beam displacements. In order to demonstrate additional 10-cell block (2.5-MEV) was
a final density depression of 25% of ambient located in the beam conditioning zone. A 1-
pressure, at least five pulses with interpw,lse mm Carbon foil separated the beam
separation of 1- to 2-ms werespecified. The conditioning z.one from the propagation tank
design goals for this experiment are listed in which was pressurized to between 0.5 and 1
Table 1. atmosphere of dry air.

" diameteTher.beam propagated in a 25.4 cm The purpose of the beam conditioning5.4-m long tank in which the gas zone, as mentioned above, was to reduce the
,_ species and pressure could b6 controlled. The beam sweep (time dependent offset) and to
, length of the tank was established by the impose a 4-to-1 variation in beam emittance

Nordsieck length. We wanted the beam to from the head of the beam to the tail. Beam
propagate at least one Nordsieck length and sweep is caused by an initial "dc" offset of the
we wanted a large number of betatron beam (with respect to the magnetic axis)
wavelengths in the propagation distance (to combined with a time varying energy of the
establish saturation of the hose instability), electron beam. The energy dependent phase
Both of these criteria are satisfied in the advance of the cyclotron motion on the axial
propagation tank designed for this guide magnetic field results In a time
experiment. The on-axis, zero return dependent offset (at a fixed z-location)
current Nordsieck length for the beam through the pulse. The energy variation can
parameters listed in Table 1 is about 4-m in be caused by several factors. First, a simple
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mistiming of the cell voltage pulse with profile would take on the characteristics of
respect to other cell pulses can cause a the transverse spatial profile. Between the
broadening and reduction of flat-top on the exit of this final ten cell block and the
overall voltage. Second, since the cell has a entrance foil to the propagation tank the beam
finite impedence (8 Ohms) any time passedthrough the FCC, Thisdevice consisted
dependent current shape,will result in a time of two fast ( 40 MHz) steering stations
dependent loading of the cell "voltage. Finally, designed to correct beam offsets up to +/-
because the cell has a finite capacitance and 0.5-mm. This device is described in detail in
inductance, any transient loading of the cell the paper by Caporaso [1]
(such as the current rise or fall) can result
in a ringing of the cell voltage. This transient Final Experimental Configuration
beam loading resultedin the largesttemporal
variation of the energy. Figure2 shows the The beam emittancetailoringscheme
cell voltage at cell 15 for the unloaded and using the energy variation across the beam
beam loaded cases. Transient loading (and anda solenoidallensto providethe chromatic
unloading) caused a several percent energy focus only yielded a 2:1 radial profile at the
variation during these periods. Figure 3 entrance foil to the tank. The calculations
shows the current at ceJI40 (just in front of which gave the 4:1 variation for a 20%
the beam conditioning zone) along with the x- energy variation did not account for ali the

i and y-displacements. Large amplitude, high transport between the end of the 10-cel!
frequency displacements were associated with block and the final solenoidal lens. During
the head and tail of the b_am, where the the actual experiment, a beam envelope code
energy variation is the greatest. These which could determine the beam transport by
displacements were too large and too fast to reading the magnet currents was used to

: correct with the fast correction coil (FCC) determine the beam profile through the
described below. Therefore, the first element . beamline up to tl!e entrance foil. Using this
in the beam conditioning zone was the code and the actual beamline configuration,
head/tail scraper. This device was a 2-cm we could find no tune which would give the
diametE:rpipe immersed in an axial maghetic desired radial profile tailoring at the
field. This device was highly chromatic and, entrance foil. Therefore, we installed a

. with the appropriate magnetic transport, classical IFR zone immediately before the
acted as a variable energy bandpass filter, propagation tank. This zone was 50-cm long
Since the high frequency, large amplitude and contained about 1 um of Xenon. Byt,

sweep at the head and tail of the beam were varying the pressure in this IFR we could
due to the large energy variation, by control the radial profile through the pulse.
appropriate!y tuning this section of the Problems with the FCC that have been
transport we could scrape off most of the discussed in the paper by Caporaso precluded
electrons in these parts of the beam. our ability tc reduce the beam sweep
Following 'the head/tail scraper, we passed arnplit(Jdeto the required _evel. In order to
the beam through a 10-c_11_.',ockto bring the achiev_J_he high quality beam required for

. body of the beam up to 10-MEVand to impose this experiment, we installed a short (7-m
a 20% energy vari2:tion across the front 10- long) laser guiding zone to damp the
to 15-ns o_' the beam pulse. This energy transverse disPlacements. We used this

• variation, in conjunction with the final focus method for two rc'asons. First, the primary
coil used to match the beam into the concern of this experiment was lead pulse
propagation tank, was intended to impose a stability (s_,':-paper by F. W. Chambers [2]).
4:1 radial variation on the beam radius at the Although the burst rate was reduced to 25 Hz
entrance foil to the propagation tank. As the due to the capabilities of the KrF laser, the
electron_ passed through the Carbon foil, they damping zone reduced the transverse
were scattered, and the angle imparted by the displacements in the body of the beam to less
scattering was independent c,f radial location, than 1-mm.. Second, channel diagnostics
The scattering angle was greater than any indicated that the channel produced by the
angle associated with the magnetically first pulse had a very long lifetime--on the
transported beam, Therefore, the emittance order of 100 ms. The KrF la_er used to
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generate the channel could be fired every 40 was used to reduce the sweep, the prf was 25
ms. Thus, we could study the effect, if any, of Hz. The beamwas tunedand matchedinto the
the beam propagating in a beam produced gas in the 1-Hz mode. When a satisfactory
channel. The final beam configuration, then beam was obtained, the accelerator was
is illustrated in figure 4. switchea to the burst mode and the beam

parameters were remeasured to make sure
Propagation tank and diagnostics that subsequent pulses in a burst were

properlymatched, The beam propagationwas
The propagation tank for' this dominatedby ion hose instabilityand hence

experimentwas 25.4 crn in d+ameterand 540 this informationcame from the single pulse
cm in length. The beam diagnosticsconsisted mode as well as the burst mode. No effects
of beambugs to monitorthe beamcurrentand associatedwith the burst mode (i. e. range
offset and Cerenkov foils to measure the extension) were observed. More detailed
transversebeam profile. Channeldiagnostics resultsfrom this experimentare discussedin
included Schlieren diagnostics, laser the followingpaper by Chamberset al.[2]
deflection diagnostics and an optical
interferometer [3,4]. The details of these ReferencesI

diagnosticsare reported elsewhere in these
proceedings. The overall tank configuration [+1] G.J. Caporaso et. al., reportin these

i showing the placement of the diagnostics is proceedings
illustrated in figure 5. The location of each [2] F.W. Chambers et. al., report in these
diagnostic is tabulated in Table 2. proceedings

At the end of the 5.4 meter [3] R. Pechacek,G. Guethlenet. al.,
propagation distance, a graphite foil provided reports in th_se proceeding
a gas-vacuum interface in order to measure [4] K. Stalder et. al., repo-t in these
the beam current at the end of the tank. (The proceedings
beambugs in the gas tank measure the net
current). In addition, a smaller (6 in
diameter') beam bug was placed 28-cm
beyond the 12-in diameter vacuum bug. This
final bug could give us rough information on Table 1: Summary of beam requirements
anychanges in beam fluence, for multipulse propagation e_,periments

The original tank configuration called
for lining the walls with a foam material to
damp the reflections of the shock caused by
the channel formation. The concern was that Be-rh sweep: < 100 microns (hose)
the reflected pressure wave would affect BBUamplltude <300microns (nose)

subsequent channels. However, the foam Enm-gy: E0>10MEV (erosion,range)
deteriorated in the radiation of the electron Current: I;_6kA (hoieborlng, range)

beam and channel measurementswithoutthe m,d_us: a b _;0.5cm (holebor/ng)
. foam material indicated no deleterious effect Pulselengtl,: "rp >30ns (holeborlng)

of the reflected pressurewave on subsequent Conditioning: (hose)
channels. #pulses to teach p/po~ 25%:;z 5 (holeborlng)

I

Operation and results
Work performed jointly under the auspices

During the MPPE, the accelerator was of the US DOEby LLNL under W-7405-ENG-48
operated either in the single pulse, 1-Hz and for the DODunder DARPAOrder No. 4395,
mode or in the five pulse burst. Since the monitored by NSWC.
channel diagnostics did not indicate any
significant difference between l O0-Hz and
500-Hz, we typically operated the burst at
lO0-Hz to reduce the stress on the
accelerator. When the laser damping zone
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propagation tank. Ali dimensions are in '::' ' ' ' ' ' ' '-' _' /
meters ' '.0 .! A

• ' 5 0.5 _.../,-'_'_.,. .,.,.q'"
Location Diagnostic From foil I(kA) 4 cm 0

3 .0.5
1226 Cb.foil .-0,33 Classical IFR = 4,o
124_ BB (6" Va¢) -0.17
1259 Entrancefoil 0 _ 1 .1';

. '- _ -' .2.0 --__L_---_t-+'I I s l i-._

1271 Cb. foil 0.12 0 20ns/dlv. 2.0 .. I I I I .,.p--"l_ I I I
1284 B9 (12" tank) 0.25 1-5 - AY j/1296 Schlieren 0.37

_,,1314 BB 0.55 lo

138413511339132614141464BBCh'fOllLaserSSBBBBdell. &opt. far.cup 0.920'800'672.051.551.05Propagation tank 30 ns "liar"current(Bz,&Xmaxymax=1.5==±1'2kG,±2"5mmmm ©m .o,.,.s.t.0°'sv°i'__...... ,____,j.J,i,"."!,./1489 Visible Interference 2.30 .._,.j, i J I I 1
1514 BB 2.55 .2.0 20nl/dlv.
1539 Laserdeflection#2 2.80
1564 BB 3.05
1589 Cb.foil 3.30

1614 .. 3.55 Figure 3. Beam current and offset at end of1639 ,°¢hlleren#2 3.80
.14 .. 4.55 cell 40.
1789 BB (12" Vmc) 5.30 __
1817 BB(18" Va(:)

:II
_-"_--'_ Accelerator_ _1loondltlonlngBeamzonelO-mpropegatlontank ........ . _ laser ptoduc4d'Wlth"......IFR , I_, ,, classic4,1,_aapropegaUontank

T t t l ...o.,o.o.,o.,o°for e" beam channel
focusing

, Produce , Accelerate • Head/tallclipperto • Entrancefoil
2.5M_V beamlo removelowenergy
8kA beam - 8MeV oomponentlof beam , Gascell

•_na,..'.--,,re,lo,,o Figure 4. Schematic of final beamline
10MeV . Diagnostics(channel

• MlnlmlzobMmc_,_N_p andb_am) configuration showing location of laser
• ,_.o.._..._. damping zone and IFR tailoring zone

variaUononbeam

Figure 1. Schematic of beamline for
multiple pulse propagation experiment. ,
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0..E/ltrlmoeIoN _-- Vlslb4e t)e4"b_g
(0.040"thickgmph_) IMlcf_rom4t_

Unloadedcellvoltage shows Curre_t loadedcell
_,V/V= 0.022over40 na voltageshows,_V/V= 0.04

fiat-top over3Ons"flat-top" Figure 5. Diagram of 5.4 meter
propagation tank showing location of various

Figure 2. Induction cell voltage with and diagnostics.
without beam loading (measured with
resistive divider).
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